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Liebe Woidbewohner*innen! 
Liebe Leiter*innen!  
Boid treff ma uns im Woid! 
  
 
One last time before WoidLa24, we are sending you a WoidInfo. It’s packed with 
important information to help you prepare for the camp and make your time 
there easier. All departments are in the final stages of preparation to ensure a 
great camp experience for you, and we have to say: we are super excited for it to 
start soon. 
 
We have a big request for everyone arriving by coach: Please pack your 
belongings before arriving at the campsite so you can unload and disembark as 
quickly as possible. Even with the best organization, it will be quite challenging to 
move so many buses through the camp without causing a significant traffic jam. 
Therefore, please pack two more things in your bags: patience and good humor - 
and it will all work out wonderfully. 
 
The WoidInfos will also be available for download on the website: 
https://www.woidla24.at/downloads/ 
 

Topics of the third WoidInfo 
 

• Administration  
• Finance  
• Camp Rules 
• Health & Safety 
• Catering / WoidGenuss 
• General Program 
• Sections 
• WoidFest / Visiting Guests 
• Anything Else That Comes to Mind... 
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Administration  
 
CHECK IN 
Upon arrival at the camp, the group leader should report to the administration 
(please only one person for registration). Once all administrative and financial 
matters are settled, your check-in process will be significantly faster. 
 
CAMP FEE SETTLEMENT 
 
A few days before the camp begins, we will send you a reminder email. We will 
update all settlements once more on 22 July 2024. Please settle any payment 
differences by 25 July at the latest, as we need to record the incoming payments. 
 
PAYMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Payment Recipient 
IBAN: AT09 1200 0521 0011 1555 
BIC: BKAUATWW 
Recipient: WoidLa24 NÖ Landeslager 
 
HEALTH DATA SHEETS 
Please ensure that the health data sheets are completed and uploaded to VASO 
as soon as possible. Do not change the file names. For any technical difficulties, 
please contact Wili (Administration Manager) as usual. 
 
Contact admin: 
M: wilhelm.nagy@woidla24.at 
Signal: 00436646362323 
Telegram: @wnagy 
 
Contact General Inquiries / Information 
info@woidla24.at 
 
ACCESSIBILITY OF THE CAMP 
The camp administration can be reached from 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM at 
+43676/83756200. Please try again if necessary, as network coverage at the camp 
location may not always be 100% guaranteed. 
 
 
 

mailto:wilhelm.nagy@woidla24.at
mailto:info@woidla24.at
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FINANCE 
In all sectional gastronomies, Viennese café, and shops on the main square, 
payment in cash is possible. Additionally, payments by card are accepted at the 
Admin, WoidGreißler, ScoutShop, WoidFlohmarkt, WoidShop, and Zeltstadt. At 
WoidBank, you can address your financial matters regarding WoidLa24 during 
the locally posted opening hours. You can also withdraw cash with a debit card in 
case of emergencies, subject to a fee (1% of the withdrawal amount). 
  
ATM 
The nearest ATMs are located in the town center of Rastenfeld (approximately 5 
km away). However, in case of emergencies, you can also withdraw cash with a 
debit card at WoidBank on the main square, subject to a fee (1% of the withdrawal 
amount).  
 

CAMP RULES 
We value responsible interaction among ourselves. For this reason, we have 
formulated camp rules, which you can find in the appendix, in the download 
section of the website, and in the "VASO" application under the Documents 
section in the Common category. Please read them carefully before arriving at the 
camp to avoid any unexpected surprises on site.  
 

HEALTH & SAFETY (H&S) 
CODE OF CONDUCT / SAFE FROM HARM 
We Scouts treat children and young people with absolute respect. It's important 
to us that they find their place in our community. We are always open to their 
concerns. 
In line with our values and principles, we advocate for the protection and rights of 
all children and young people, regardless of their background, age, sexual 
orientation, physical abilities, spiritual or religious orientation, as well as their 
political and ideological beliefs. Protecting children and young people from all 
forms of violence, promoting their mental and physical health, and strengthening 
their rights are central to our work. 
At WoidLa24 all participants are expected to adhere to the Code of Conduct 
established by the PPÖ for all children, young people, and adults.  

 
NO DRONES ALLOWED 
Flying drones on and above the campsite is prohibited, regardless of the drone's 
weight. The PR department is exempted for capturing aerial footage. 

 

https://noell2024.noe-pfadfinder.at/vaso/
https://ppoe.at/ueber-uns/kinder-und-jugendschutz-sicherheitshalber/
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CATERING 
COOKING EQUIPMENT FOR THE WOIDLA24 
As promised, attached to this WoidInfo, we are providing a list of recommended cooking 
equipment to ensure you are well-prepared for WoidLa24. The items listed are intended 
for a meal unit (~25 people). 

 
LUNCHBOXES 
Please remember, that every participant needs his or her own lundchbox for at 
least one full meal (cold food). 
 
WoidGenuss – the evening of the loooong spoons 
 

What is the WoidGenuss? 
The WoidGenuss is a cooking event that takes place on Tuesday, August 13, 2024 
in the evening.   All catering units are involved in this evening event. Each catering 
unit can cook a dish of their choice. It will start right on time for dinner: everyone 
can walk through the camp streets equipped with a spoon and taste everywhere. 
 
When and how do we announce what we want to cook? 
On the first day of camp you will find a form in your food box with which you can 
order your food. The list contains basic ingredients and 30 other special items 
from which you can choose. You discuss what you would like to prepare in your 
CARE UNIT. The focus is on the exchange and the shared experience and not on 
how special the dish turns out. The order form must be handed in by Tuesday, 
06.08.2024 at the latest when picking up the evening box. We are happy to 
accept orders earlier. 
 
Which ingredients are on the WoidGenuss list? 
In principle, you have the food from the basic equipment at your disposal. The 
information on which basic equipment items are available was sent out in the last 
WoidInfo. You can also find this information on woidla24.at under "Preparation" > 
Downloads. 
In addition to this basic equipment, we are adding the following foods for this 
evening: baking powder, vanilla sugar, dry yeast, white baguette and bread 
 
The "30 foods for WoidGenuss": Apple, banana, sliced pancetta, couscous, eggs, 
potatoes, mince mixed or beef mince, grated cheese, diced tomatoes (canned), 
cucumber, cauliflower, carrots, coconut milk, pumpkin, leek, milk, peppers, 
tomatoes, turkey breast, cream, rice, breadcrumbs/breadcrumbs, sweet potato, 
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tahini, penne or macceroni pasta, natural tofu, tomato paste, curd cheese, goat's 
cheese, zucchini 
Please remember that we have no information about which specific variety of an 
item will be available at our WoidGenuss. We are also bound to the assortment 
provided to us by the supplier. Therefore, please understand that we cannot say 
whether the cheese will be mozzarella or Emmental, for example. (Further 
examples: Peppers can be green/red/yellow, pumpkin can be Hokkaido/butternut, 
etc.) 
 
What can we do if we cannot find the ingredient we need on this list? 
Ingredients that are not listed cannot be procured. There is the possibility of 
refrigeration in the catering tent if you organize special ingredients yourself. We 
recommend choosing a recipe that can be prepared with the food from the 
WoidGenuss order list. 
 
How many people should we prepare this dish for? 
Each catering unit prepares its recipe for 35 people. We therefore ask you to fill in 
the order lists with the correct quantity. Example: The recipe requires one egg per 
person, which means you fill in the quantity field for "egg" with "35". 
 
When can we collect the food? 
The boxes for the WoidGenuss are ready in the catering tent at 4.00 pm and can 
be collected by you. The food should be collected by 6 p.m. at the latest. 
 

When and where do we offer our food? 
You will hear the signal for the start of the WoidGenuss at 7.00 pm. At this time, 
each catering unit should have arrived with its food at the camp street nearest to 
the cooking area. The WoidGenuss is officially over at 8.30 pm. 
 

Further tips for leaders: 
• Give your children and young people the opportunity to choose the recipe, 

but make sure that the recipe is not too elaborate. The dish should also be 
able to be prepared in the given time.  

• The WoidGenuss should not be an evening where the leaders have to stay 
at the cooking area and serve the food. The evening should be a pleasure 
for everyone, which also requires organization when serving: everyone 
should have the chance to walk through the camp streets, so make a fixed 
time schedule in advance.  

• If, for whatever reason, the situation arises that someone is still hungry, 
please come to us in the catering tent. We will certainly find a solution. 
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GENERAL PROGRAM 
 
Program Selection 
The selection of workshops, offsites, and excursions has been completed. 
Starting from July 15, you can view the assigned offsites (CaEx & RaRo) and 
excursions in VASO. 
Workshop assignments will be announced on-site. 
 
Program ideas for free program days (12.08. & 13.08.)? 
If you want to offer program activities for other camp participants on the two free 
program days, please send your ideas by July 15 to programm@woidla24.at. 
Include all information about your activity, target audience, number of 
participants, timing and duration, and a contact person. We will add them to the 
program list, which will be announced on-site. 
 
WoidLa got Talent 
If you want to participate in WoidLa Got Talent on August 11, you can register until 
July 15 using this link: WoidLa Got Talent Registration. (For more information, see 
the instructions for the preparation meet ups in your section at your scout huts.)  
 

AGE GROUPS 
Current information for CaEx and RaRo can be found in separate documents 
attached to this WoidInfo. 
 

WOIDFEST / VISITING GUESTS 
On Sunday, August 11th 2024, the public WoidFest will take place at the camp from 
10:00 to 17:00. 
 
At WoidFest, we want to show everyone how diverse and exciting our camp life is. 
Our neighbors in the town of Rastenfeld, as well as relatives and friends of the 
children and young people, are all warmly welcome. We look forward to their visit. 
 
The day is intentionally without major program highlights because we want to 
offer our guests the experience of a nature-connected atmosphere without 
artificial entertainment. There will still be plenty to see: walk through the camp, 
marvel at the camp structures, observe the scouting program designed by 
children/young people for children/young people, sit in one of the gastronomic 
establishments, chat, enjoy time without looking at your smartphone, and spend 
time in the Waldviertel nature, get inspired by the scout spirit. 

mailto:programm@woidla24.at
https://forms.office.com/e/QFnYv3Y6Fp
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Entrance to WoidFest is free, but we would appreciate a donation to support 
WoidLa24. As a thank you, we have prepared souvenir buttons. The check-in for 
day guests will take place on-site, and no pre-registration is necessary. Do you 
want to stay overnight or longer as a guest? Then please register in advance here: 
WoidLa Guest Registration. 
 
Since the campsite is not directly accessible by public transport, marked parking 
spaces for guests will be available. Form carpooling if possible. Please wear sturdy 
shoes and note that there is a walking distance of about 10-20 minutes between 
the parking lot and the campsite. 
 
We are assessing the need for a shuttle service for public arrival from Göpfritz 
station and are working on a solution if there is sufficient demand. If you need 
assistance covering the distance between the parking lot and the campsite due 
to special circumstances, please contact us by July 25, 2024, here: Shuttle Service 
Request. The camp management will evaluate the responses, and you will receive 
an answer by early August. 
 
 

Anything Else That Comes to Mind… 
 
WARM CLOTHING 
In the Waldviertel, it can get quite cold at night, even in August. Remember to 
pack enough warm clothing! 
 
WOIDFLOHMARKT (Flea market) 
From August 10-13, there will be various T-shirts and rarities from past state camps 
for bargain hunters and collectors in a tent on the main square. It’s worth 
checking out! 
 
 
 
WOIDSHOP, SCOUT SHOP und ZELTSTADT 
You will undoubtedly leave WoidLa24 with numerous adventures, experiences, 
and unforgettable memories. 
There will also be shops on-site where you can buy unique souvenirs from 
WoidLa24 or practical items you may have accidentally left at home. 
 

https://noell2024.noe-pfadfinder.at/vaso/
https://forms.office.com/e/eE6U0KZaHi
https://forms.office.com/e/eE6U0KZaHi
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Zeltstadt.at even offers the possibility to place orders before the camp – the 
Zeltstadt team will bring your delivery directly to the camp. All information can be 
found in the attached PDF. 
 
We look forward to seeing you at the camp and are excited about an adventurous 
and eventful time with you. 
 
Best regards and Gut Pfad! 
See you soon, your WoidLa24 team 


